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Jedi Trial 2005
science fiction roman

Star Wars: Jedi Trial 2012-10-31
major original star wars adventure set against the backdrop of the clone wars and
telling the tale of anakin skywalker s rise to full jedi knight status somewhere
between star wars attack of the clones and star wars episode iii anakin skywalker
graduates from jedi padawan apprentice to jedi knight status this book tells how that
happens a planet that is a crucial communications centre is taken by the separatists
and the republic decides to back a guerrilla fighting group called freedom s sons in
taking it back a detachment of clone troopers led by jedi knight nejaa halcyon and jedi
padawan anakin skywalker is sent out to help the freedom s sons little does anakin know
that the volatile situation on this occupied planet will prove to be his own personal
jedi trial and that if he emerges victorious he will have won the coveted titled of
full jedi knight student no longer but jedi in his own right this is the anakin who
learns how great his powers can be and how huge is his real potential

Jedi Trial 2005
major original star wars adventure set against the backdrop of the clone wars and
telling the tale of anakin skywalker s rise to full jedi knight status somewhere
between star wars attack of the clones and star wars episode iii anakin skywalker
graduates from jedi padawan apprentice to jedi knight status this book tells how that
happens a planet that is a crucial communications centre is taken by the separatists
and the republic decides to back a guerrilla fighting group called freedom s sons in
taking it back a detachment of clone troopers led by jedi knight nejaa halcyon and jedi
padawan anakin skywalker is sent out to help the freedom s sons little does anakin know
that the volatile situation on this occupied planet will prove to be his own personal
jedi trial and that if he emerges victorious he will have won the coveted titled of
full jedi knight student no longer but jedi in his own right this is the anakin who
learns how great his powers can be and how huge is his real potential

Jedi Trial 2004
merciless attacks by an invincible alien force have left the new republic reeling
dozens of worlds have succumbed to occupation or annihilation and even the jedi knights
have tasted defeat in these darkest of times the noble chewbacca is laid to rest having
died as heroically as he lived and a grief stricken han solo is left to fit the pieces
of his shattered soul back together before he loses everything friends family and faith
refusing help from leia or luke han becomes the loner he once was seeking to escape the
pain of his partner s death in adventure and revenge when he learns that an old friend
from his smuggling days is operating as a mercenary for the enemy he sets out to expose
the traitor but han s investigation uncovers an even greater evil a sinister conspiracy
aimed at the very heart of the new republic s will and ability to fight the jedi now
han must face down his inner demons and with the help of a new and unexpected ally
honor chewbacca s sacrifice in the only way that matters by being worthy of it features
a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the star wars expanded
universe and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular star wars books
of the last thirty years

Hero's Trial: Star Wars Legends 2011-06-28
order in the court star wars the most significant powerful myth of the twenty first
century or morally bankrupt military fantasy six films countless books 20 billion in
revenue no one can question the financial value or cultural impact of the star wars
film franchise but has the impact been for the good in star wars on trial s courtroom
droid judge presiding star wars stands accused of elitist politics and sexism religious
and ethical lapses the destruction of literary science fiction and science fiction film
and numerous plot holes and logical gaps supported by a witness list of bestselling
science fiction authors david brin for the prosecution and matthew woodring stover for
the defense debate these charges and more before delivering their closing statements
the verdict that s up to you covering the films from a new hope to the force awakens
brin and stover provide new forewords that explore the newest generation of star wars
films and what jj abrams must do to live up to or redeem the franchise
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Star Wars on Trial: The Force Awakens Edition 2015-11-03
star wars the most significant powerful myth of the twenty first century or morally
bankrupt military fantasy six films countless books 20 billion in revenue no one can
question the financial value or cultural impact of the star wars film franchise but has
the impact been for the good in star wars on trial s courtroom droid judge presiding
star wars stands accused of elitist politics and sexism religious and ethical lapses
the destruction of literary science fiction and science fiction film and numerous plot
holes and logical gaps supported by a witness list of bestselling science fiction
authors david brin for the prosecution and matthew woodring stover for the defense
debate these charges and more before delivering their closing statements the verdict
that s up to you covering the films from a new hope to revenge of the sith brin and
stover provide new forewords that explore the newest generation of star wars films and
what jj abrams must do to live up to or redeem the franchise

Star Wars on Trial 2009-06-22
unlock the secrets and share in the knowledge that has educated generations of jedi
from the history and hierarchy of the jedi order to the mastery of the force and the
nuances of lightsaber combat handed down from master to padawan each jedi who has held
and studied this copy has annotated the pages adding his or her personal experiences
and lessons they ve learned this copy is now passed to you

The Jedi Path 2012-01-15
chosen by fate tempted by evil these are the early adventures of anakin skywalker
written by the best selling author of jedi apprentice set between episode i and episode
ii jedi quest traces the emergence and education of anakin skywalker as a young jedi
devoted to the force and tempted by its dark side

The Trail of the Jedi 2002
merciless attacks by an invincible alien force have left the new republic reeling
dozens of worlds have succumbed to occupation or annihilation and even the jedi knights
have tasted defeat in these darkest of times the noble chewbacca is laid to rest having
died as heroically as he lived and a grief stricken han solo is left to fit the pieces
of his shattered soul back together before he loses everything friends family and faith
refusing help from leia or luke han becomes the loner he once was seeking to escape the
pain of his partner s death in adventure and revenge when he learns that an old friend
from his smuggling days is operating as a mercenary for the enemy he sets out to expose
the traitor but han s investigation uncovers an even greater evil a sinister conspiracy
aimed at the very heart of the new republic s will and ability to fight the jedi now
han must face down his inner demons and with the help of a new and unexpected ally
honor chewbacca s sacrifice in the only way that matters by being worthy of it

Hero's Trial: Star Wars Legends 2000-08-01
when an ancient and deadly power is awakened by a foolish young jedi every galaxy is
threatened by his arrogant quest to become a dark lord of sith

Star Wars, Tales of the Jedi 2000-03-24
the clone wars have begun battle lines are being drawn throughout the galaxy with every
world that joins the separatists the peace guarded by the jedi order is slipping
through their fingers after an explosion devastates cato neimoidia the jewel of the
trade federation the republic is blamed and the fragile neutrality of the planet is
threatened the jedi dispatch obi wan kenobi one of the order s most gifted diplomatic
minds to investigate the crime and maintain the balance that has begun to dangerously
shift as obi wan investigates with the help of a heroic neimoidian guard he finds
himself working against the separatists who hope to draw the planet into their
conspiracy and senses the sinister hand of asajj ventress in the mists that cloak the
planet amid the brewing chaos anakin skywalker rises to the rank of jedi knight despite
the mandate that obi wan travel alone and his former master s insistence that he listen
this time anakin s headstrong determination means nothing can stop him from crashing
the party and bringing along a promising but conflicted youngling once a padawan to obi
wan anakin now finds himself on equal but uncertain footing with the man who raised him
the lingering friction between them increases the danger for everyone around them the
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two knights must learn a new way to work together and they must learn quickly to save
cato neimoidia and its people from the fires of war to overcome the threat they face
they must grow beyond master and apprentice they must stand together as brothers

Star Wars: Brotherhood 2022-05-10
knowing that obi wan kenobi did not choose anakin as an apprentice anakin is beginning
to doubt his master s commitment in this second volume of the jedi quest series with
this in mind master and apprentice head out on a training exercise that turns into a
struggle to survive when they discover that bounty hunters have been hired to capture
the jedi obi wan and anakin must avoid the traps and ambushes and discover who is
behind the deadly jedi hunt

Star Wars: Jedi Quest: The Trail of the Jedi 2014-09-30
two revelatory star wars tales make their paperback debut in one complete volume with
exclusive new bonus material by renowned fan favorite jude watson loyalty and courage
peace and justice master and apprentice so it has been for many generations within the
seemingly tranquil halls of the jedi temple but not every jedi escapes the allure of
the dark side legacy of the jedi spans four generations and determines the fates of qui
gon jinn obi wan kenobi and anakin skywalker in secrets of the jedi qui gon embarks on
an urgent mission to foil the mass assassination of planetary leaders with long lasting
implications for the clone wars two books in one including never before seen bonus
material

Legacy of the Jedi 2006
after the death of his beloved partner chewbacca at the hands of the alien yuuzhan vong
han solo is full of grief and despair and out for revenge

Agents of Chaos 2000
an exciting new era of star wars history is about to begin as fantasy and science
fiction s most acclaimed authors propel the legendary epic into the next millennium
introducing us to a rich cast of characters that features old favorites luke skywalker
han solo and leia organa solo along with the next generation of jedi and never before
seen creatures droids and deadly agents of darkness in vector prime the launch novel
for this thrilling new saga new york times bestselling author r a salvatore takes the
star wars universe to previously unscaled heights of action and imagination expanding
the beloved story of a galaxy far far away twenty one years have passed since the
heroes of the rebel alliance destroyed the death star breaking the power of the emperor
since then the new republic has valiantly struggled to maintain peace and prosperity
among the peoples of the galaxy but unrest has begun to spread tensions erupt in
outbreaks of rebellion that if unchecked threaten to destroy the republic s tenuous
reign into this volatile atmosphere comes nom anor a charismatic firebrand who heats
passions to the boiling point sowing seeds of dissent for his own dark motives in an
effort to avert a catastrophic civil war leia travels with her daughter jaina her
sister in law mara jade skywalker and the loyal protocol droid c 3po to conduct face to
face diplomatic negotiations with nom anor but he proves resistant to leia s entreaties
and far more inexplicably within the force where a being should be was blank space
meanwhile luke is plagued by reports of rogue jedi knights who are taking the law into
their own hands and so he wrestles with a dilemma should he attempt in this climate of
mistrust to reestablish the legendary jedi council as the jedi and the republic focus
on internal struggles a new threat surfaces unnoticed beyond the farthest reaches of
the outer rim an enemy appears from outside known space bearing weapons and technology
unlike anything new republic scientists have ever seen suddenly luke mara leia han solo
and chewbacca along with the solo children are thrust again into battle to defend the
freedom so many have fought and died for but this time all their courage sacrifice and
even the power of the force itself may not be enough features a bonus section following
the novel that includes a primer on the star wars expanded universe and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular star wars books of the last thirty years

Vector Prime: Star Wars Legends 2003-06-03
sculpted to look like a tiny lightsaber an exclusive custom designed pen blisterpacked
to the cover of this challenging quiz book is not available anywhere else trivia inside
tests fan knowledge of the jedi the score will determine one s level jedi apprentice
jedi knight or a jedi master
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Jedi Training and Trials Quiz Book 2002-04-23
a string of smashing victories by the forces of the sinister aliens known as the
yuuzhan vong has left new republic resources and morale stretched to the breaking point
leia organa solo estranged from her husband han oversees the evacuation of refugees on
planets in the path of the merciless invaders luke skywalker struggles to hold the
fractious jedi knights together even while one of them undertakes a bold but reckless
undercover mission manipulating their alliance with the amoral hutts the yuuzhan vong
leave a cunning trail of vital information where new republic agents are sure to find
it information the desperate defenders cannot afford to ignore the location of the
aliens next target then han solo stumbles into the dark heart of raging battle thus
beginning a furious race against time that will require every skill and trick in his
arsenal to win features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on
the star wars expanded universe and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular star wars books of the last thirty years

Jedi Eclipse: Star Wars Legends 2011-06-28
here is real story of north vietnam s armed forces lanning served as a platoon leader
and company commander in vietnam and as public affairs officer for general schwartzkopf
now he and cragg a sergeant major who served five years in vietnam tell how the
communists won that conflict by using the individual soldier

Inside the VC and the NVA 2014-05-14
although it is understood that jedi aren t allowed to form attachments master obi wan s
apprentice anakin skywalker has secretly married padme amidala and it is feared that
having done so may affect his next important mission to locate a piece of technology
during the clone wars

Secrets of the Jedi 2005
in the aftermath of one tragedy will a young jedi s search for redemption lead to yet
another there is no place else to channel the flood of refugees fleeing the murderous
yuuzhan vong but the overcrowded planet duro poisoned by centuries of technological
excess fortunately a deal is struck in exchange for a new home the refugees will work
to restore the planet to health under the watchful eye of leia organa solo while
tempers flare between the duros and the new republic han solo his son jacen and the ryn
called droma arrive to keep the peace they are unaware that leia is on duro and that
luke mara and anakin are on their way searching for a missing jedi apprentice and none
realize that the yuuzhan vong have chosen this embattled planet as the next target in
their brutal coreward thrust now as the fragile stability on duro threatens to collapse
into violence jacen solo must face his greatest dilemma at what point does the use of
power become aggression whatever he decides his next step could tip the galaxy s
destiny toward the light or toward darkness with the life of someone he loves hanging
in the balance features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on
the star wars expanded universe and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular star wars books of the last thirty years

Balance Point: Star Wars 2011-06-28
as civil war between the republic and the separatists rages across the galaxy nowhere
is the fighting more fierce than on the swamp world of drongar where a beleaguered
mobile hospital unit wages a never ending war of its own a surgeon who covers his
despair with wise cracks another who faces death and misery head on venting his
emotions through beautiful music a nurse with her heart in her work and her eye on a
doctor a jedi padawan on a healing mission without her master these are the core
members of a tiny med unit serving the jungle world of drongar where battle is waged
over the control of a priceless native plant and an endless line of medlifters brings
in the wounded and dying mostly clone troopers but also soldiers of all species while
the healers work desperately to save lives others plot secretly to profit from the war
either by dealing on the black market or by manipulating the events of the war itself
in the end though all will face individual tests and only those of compassionate hearts
and staunch spirits can hope to survive to fight another day features a bonus section
following the novel that includes a primer on the star wars expanded universe and over
half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular star wars books of the last thirty
years
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Battle Surgeons: Star Wars Legends (Medstar, Book I)
2005-12-06
look it s a jedi have you ever wondered how a jedi becomes a jedi spoiler alert it s
not easy charting the journey from tiny force sensitive toddler to awesome jedi master
this book has all the answers to your questions including is there a jedi school can
anyone be a jedi where do you get a lightsaber from this is the funniest force friendly
guide you ll ever read packed with jedi history ancient secrets and master yoda s top
tips for beginners the perfect gift for young kids star wars use the force is a playful
and informative guide to all things jedi featuring fun facts from the star wars movies
and tv series alongside hilarious cartoons and tips and mind tricks for wannabe jedi
knights in the star wars galaxy there s never a dull moment just like in star wars use
the force tm 2020 lucasfilm ltd

Star Wars Use the Force! 2020-05-28
in this essential star wars legends novel mace windu must journey to his long forgotten
homeworld to confront a terrifying mystery with dire personal consequences the jungle
planet of haruun kal homeworld of the legendary jedi master mace windu has become a
battleground in the increasing hostilities between the republic and the renegade
separatist movement the jedi council has sent depa billaba mace s former padawan and
fellow council member to haruun kal to train the local tribesmen as a guerrilla
resistance force but now the separatists have pulled back and depa has not returned the
only clue to her disappearance is a cryptic recording left at the scene of a brutal
massacre a recording that hints of madness and murder and the darkness in the jungle a
recording in depa s own voice mace windu trained depa only he can find her only he can
learn what has changed her only he can stop her he will leave behind the republic he
serves the civilization he believes in everything but his passion for peace and his
devotion to his former padawan and he will learn the terrible price that must be paid
when keepers of the peace are forced to make war

Shatterpoint: Star Wars Legends 2005-12-06
anakin skywalker and obi wan kenobi find themselves caught on a hostile planet and
facing their most ruthless enemy yet a master of disguise and a student of sith lore
named granta omega

The Master of Disguise 2002-11
this first volume in the jedi quest series begins an adventure that takes place between
episode i the phantom menace and episode ii attack of the clones strong in the ways of
the force fourteen year old anakin skywalker is an ideal jedi apprentice but despite
his legendary piloting and lightsaber skills he has much to learn from jedi master obi
wan kenobi when obi wan and anakin are separated during a mission anakin and the other
apprentices including his rival must work together to survive

Star Wars: Jedi Quest: The Way of the Apprentice
2014-09-30
collects star wars the high republic 2021 1 5 a new era of star wars storytelling
begins journey back to the high republic the golden age of the jedi centuries before
the empire and the skywalker saga the jedi are at their height protecting the galaxy as
republic pioneers push out into new territories but as the frontier prepares for the
dedication of the majestic starlight beacon the padawan named keeve trennis faces the
ultimate choice will she complete her jedi trials or rescue the innocent from disaster
and can she trust her closest ally hutts rancors gamorreans and far less familiar faces
await in a tale of belonging and betrayal set in a rich and vast world of new jedi
prepare to experience new worlds new ships and new evils to fight including the
terrifying nihil and a creeping alien horror

Star Wars 2021-08-11
one boring rainy afternoon teddy bear decides to bring out his scrapbook which contains
photographs and newspaper clippings from his long and illustrious past
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Jedi Quest 2002
presents the adventures of luke skywalker in three stories vector prime onslaught and
ruin

Star Wars the New Jedi Order 2003-11
for the first time in one thrilling volume three novels labyrinth of evil revenge of
the sith and dark lord the rise of darth vader that follow an epic chain of events the
last days of the republic the creation of the empire and the ultimate transformation of
jedi anakin skywalker into the notorious darth vader on the planet neimoidia jedi
knights obi wan kenobi and anakin skywalker seize an unexpected prize intelligence
capable of leading the republic forces to the ever elusive darth sidious who is
ruthlessly orchestrating a campaign to divide and overwhelm the jedi forces as combat
escalates across the galaxy and darth sidious remains one step ahead of his pursuers
the stage is set for an explosive endgame tormented by unspeakable visions anakin edges
closer to the brink of a galaxy shaping decision while darth sidious plots to strike
the final staggering blow against the republic and to ordain a fearsome new sith lord
darth vader once the most powerful knight ever known to the jedi order anakin becomes
darth vader a disciple of the dark side a lord of the dreaded sith and the avenging
right hand of the galaxy s ruthless new emperor as a few surviving jedi lead a charge
on a separatist stronghold the deadliest threat still rests in the swift and lethal
crimson lightsaber of darth vader behind whose brooding mask lies a shattered heart a
poisoned soul and a cunning twisted mind hell bent on vengeance for the handful of
scattered jedi hunted across space survival is imperative if the light side of the
force is to be protected and the galaxy reclaimed labyrinth of evil by james luceno
revenge of the sith by matthew stover based on the story and screenplay by george lucas
dark lord the rise of darth vader by james luceno

The Dark Lord Trilogy: Star Wars Legends 2008-08-26
2020 ibpa awards winner discover the world of star wars jedi through this fun and fully
interactive reading experience join jedi master luke skywalker on a fully interactive
journey into the world of the jedi discover the storied history of this noble order of
peacekeepers explore the secrets of the force study the art of mastering the lightsaber
and learn about the lives of some of the most revered jedi of all time including yoda
obi wan kenobi and anakin skywalker featuring amazing original illustrations and unique
special features including a pop up holocron a translator card a jedi equipment booklet
pullouts and more this book is the ultimate exploration of the jedi and their
incredible impact on the galaxy

Star Wars: The Secrets of the Jedi 2019-11-12
for use in schools and libraries only the disappearance of the senator s son sparks an
investigation into finding a culprit either some faithless students from his leadership
school or one of his political rivals calling for the help of anakin skywalker and his
rival

Star Wars Jedi Quest 2003-02
anakin skywalker is a model jedi padawan but his restlessness is getting the best of
him can obi wan kenobi rein him in

The Dangerous Games 2002
captain rex agrees to relieve anakin skywalker of his curious padawan ahsoka by taking
her on a routine shakedown cruise aboard captain gilad pellaeons assault ship but the
training run becomes an active and dangerous rescue mission when undercover agent
hallena devis goes missing in the middle of a separatist invasion

No Prisoners 2010
don t miss the exciting third adventure in the jedi quest series when obi wan kenobi
and anakin skywalker discover an illegal event podracing at the galactic games anakin
cannot resist the thrill of the race and the chance to defeat his childhood rival the
loathsome sebulba even though obi wan forbids it as a jedi anakin must let go of his
past but his past will not let go of him
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Star Wars: Jedi Quest: The Dangerous Games 2014-09-30
set between episode i and episode ii jedi quest traces the emergence and education of
anakin skywalker as a young jedi devoted to the force and tempted by its dark side

The Way of the Apprentice 2002
the second installment of a two book obi wan kenobi and anakin skywalker adventure set
against the backdrop of the clone wars obi wan kenobi and anakin skywalker are trapped
on the separatist controlled planet lanteeb on the run from general lok durd and his
droid army after being forced to abandon their jerry rigged groundcar they continue on
foot hunted as they try to find a safe place to hide and regroup before escaping the
planet altogether eventually they seek shelter in a remote lanteeban village but the
separatists track them down now they re under siege and the little time they ve bought
themselves is running out

Star Wars: Clone Wars Gambit - Siege 2012-09-30
while the clone wars wreak havoc throughout the galaxy the situation on the far world
of drongar is desperate as republic forces engage in a fierce fight with the
separatists the threatened enemy offensive begins as the separatists employ legions of
droids into their attack even with reinforcements the flesh and blood of the republic
forces are just no match for battle droids durasteel nowhere is this point more
painfully clear than in the steaming jasserak jungle where the doctors and nurses of a
small med unit face an impossible situation as the dead and wounded start to pile up
surgeons jos vandar and kornell uli divini know that time is running out even the jedi
abilities of padawan barriss offee have been stretched to the limit ahead lies a test
for barriss that could very well lead to her death and that of countless others for the
conflict is growing and for this obscure mobile med unit there s only one resolution
shocking bold unprecedented it s the only option jos and his colleagues really have the
unthinkable has become the inevitable whether it kills them or not remains to be seen

Jedi Healer: Star Wars Legends (Medstar, Book II)
2004-09-28
a dynamic new star wars series following the adventures and education of 13 year old
obi wan kenobi and his jedi master qui gon jinn as they travel across the galaxy as
guardians of peace combining action jedi detail and the thematic significance that
readers expect from star wars jedi apprentice is sure to engage both star wars fans and
newcomers to the star wars galaxy

The Rising Force 1999
new york times bestseller set before the events of star wars episode i the phantom
menace this new novel is a thrilling follow up to star wars darth plagueis it s kill or
be killed in the space penitentiary that houses the galaxy s worst criminals where
convicts face off in gladiatorial combat while an underworld gambling empire reaps the
profits of the illicit blood sport but the newest contender in this savage arena as
demonic to behold as he is deadly to challenge is fighting for more than just survival
his do or die mission for the dark masters he serves is to capture the ultimate weapon
an object that will enable the sith to conquer the galaxy sith lords darth plagueis and
darth sidious are determined to possess the prize and one of the power hungry duo has
his own treacherous plans for it but first their fearsome apprentice must take on a
bloodthirsty prison warden a cannibal gang cutthroat crime lord jabba the hutt and an
unspeakable alien horror no one else could brave such a gauntlet of death and live but
no one else is the dreaded dark side disciple known as darth maul praise for lockdown
schreiber was a great choice for this novel imbuing the story with a dark foreboding
tone while never quite stepping into the horror territories that death troopers and red
harvest took us jedi news fans of the dark side should rejoice lockdown delivers a can
t put this down tale of scum and villainy club jade lockdown is an action packed ride
that spins one entertaining chapter after another the multiple layers of story keeps
readers guessing what will happen next and just who will live and who will die it
certainly adds to the character of darth maul while matching darth plagueis s
complexity with sheer fun five out of five metal bikinis roqoo depot somehow schreiber
is able to skate the line between hard hitting prison story and the adventure and
excitement i love from star wars in a way that doesn t betray either genre it s really
quite masterful big shiny robot lockdown is an exciting engaging read it actually lines
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up beautifully for a sequel which i for one would love to read coffee with kenobi the
novel makes the clone wars better it also illuminates the phantom menace i think it s
the hallmark of the best tie in fiction to resonate throughout other parts of the
expanded universe in that way knights archive by the fiftieth page i was hooked
lockdown is a wonderful antihero novel where it s just fine to root for the villain
because there are even worse things out there this book was so fun and entertaining i
ll have to keep an eye out for more star wars books from schreiber seattle geekly

Lockdown: Star Wars Legends (Maul) 2014-01-28
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